IML 436: Hypercinemas Studio

Professor
Gabriel Peters-Lazaro, M.F.A., Ph.D.
gabrielpeterslazaro@gmail.com
310.804.8347
SCI 101C - Office hours by appointment
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--------

COURSE DESCRIPTION - 4 units

The technologies of cinema are in a state of spectacular innovation. Familiar attributes of the medium are being renewed and reborn through Ultra High Definition resolutions, high frame rate acquisition, flying cameras and immersive VR Cinema experiences. The goal of the Hypercinemas Studio course is to situate these new practices within the critical and historical context of Media Arts + Practice; to investigate the continuities between emerging technologies and the earliest experiments of cinema; to transcend spectacle in order to achieve a material understanding of current tools and how they can support a critically engaged cinematic practice. Key concerns of the class include representations of space, place and the flows of power; temporality and posthuman vision; the mobility of cameras and bodies; the complex capitulations of art, science and commerce.

Course participants will engage with existing works representing the current state of the art in hypercinematic efforts. They will work together to create a vocabulary of critique uniquely suited to the languages hypercinemas. Their own practical experiments will then draw on this foundation of theoretical inquiry and critique to advance our understanding of what is at stake aesthetically and culturally in the evolving languages of representation. The hands-on studio nature of the course operates from the belief that thinking through making is an integral project of contemporary media scholarship.

The course is structured around a series of creative exercises designed to acquaint them with the foundational tools and workflows of hypercinemas. These include experiments with large format acquisition and exhibition (4K and IMAX), spherical (VR) video and aerial photography (subject to University approval). This sequence is also designed to encourage students to arrive at their own ideas of methodology and creative goals. Each project will address a key research question posited by the student; the goal is to ask a question that can only be answered through an engagement with the tools of hypercinema. Students will support each other's projects, sharing time and resources to achieve collaborative creative success.
Assignments and Grading Percentages

Reading Responses and Presentations - Ongoing 15%

Class readings will be scheduled throughout the semester and will provide the basis for group discussions. Students will take turns working in pairs to prepare short presentations on a given week’s reading as a way to shape that week’s discussion. Occasionally written responses will be assigned. Schedule TBD.

Visible Concerns - In Class Week 2 15%

As a class we'll brainstorm issues and topics that concern us and then attempt to use our existing cinematic tools to discover, observe and represent evidence of these topics. What do we see? Without revealing the subject of a given piece, we will watch and try to deduce it from audio visual material alone. Rules: observational documentary style only - no staging, no VO, no interviews, no graphics, no text, no music. We will then revisit these topics in each of the subsequent experiments of hypercinematic technique.

Experiments with large format (4K video on IMAX screen) 15%

How do we see differently when there is more to see? Does the ultra high resolution of 4K image acquisition, experienced on the staggeringly immersive IMAX screen change the way we conceive of our visual world and our ability to represent it?

Experiments with Spherical video 15%

Drawing on pre- and early-cinematic artifacts for inspiration, students will create living landscapes in spherical (VR) video. How is subject position created through a sense of place and vantage point?

Experiments with aerial photography 15%

Students will plan and execute short video projects utilizing aerial photography. Key concerns are the relationships between space, subjectivity and power. Students are challenged to represent familiar spaces in such a way that unseen power dynamics are made visible through the unique perspectives and mobilities of a drone-mounted camera. Students will work in groups in collaboration with a licensed pilot, first learning the affordances of this approach and then creating and executing a shooting and flight plan.

Final Project: Proposal, annotated bibliography, final deliverable 25%

The final project is an opportunity for students to synthesize their theoretical and practical learning from the course into a hybrid research / media project. Students will develop and share their ideas through a written proposal and annotated bibliography before undertaking production.
Readings


Trumbull lights up 'Hypercinema' (Variety)


What would feminist data visualization look like? | MIT Center for Civic Media

Werner Herzog Talks Virtual Reality - The New Yorker (The New Yorker)
http://www.newyorker.com/tech/elements/werner-herzog-talks-virtual-reality
Weekly Schedule

All classes in ------ unless noted below

**Week One - ---**

Introductions: the course, the assignments, the wiki, each other.

*Streetview in-class exercise.*

*For next week:*

- Set-up your Student Page on the wiki
- Week 2 Reading Response

**Week Two - ----**

Intro to GH4 workshop / Visible Concerns in-class assignment

Proper encoding for IMAX intro

*For Next Week:*

- Aerial Workshop 1 readings, viewings, preparation and reflection
- Make sure your Visible Concerns output is online and viewable

**Week Three - ---- **CHANGE** SCI Lobby **

Aerial Cinematography Workshop 1 - CANCELED due to technical difficulties
GH4 Intro Workshop instead

*For Next Week:*

Read: Bazin, Andre. “The Myth of Total Cinema” and “The Ontology of the Photographic Image.”

**Week Four - --- IMAX Lab in Zemeckis Center**

Reading Discussion

Matt Scott IMAX introduction

Screen visible concern videos
For next week:
Review the aerial materials
View your classmates' Visible Concern videos and add comments!

Week Five - -- SCI Lobby
Aerial Cinematography Workshop 1 - Rescheduled!

For Next Week
- Proposals for Large Format project due (group)
- Readings and Reading Response For Week Six

Week Six - -- SCI L104
Large format Proposals Due
Week Six Reading Response Due

In-class
Reviewing proposals
Shooting schedules
Post production schedules

Review how to deliver footage
Shooting Large Format Projects

For next week:
Reflection: Aerial Workshop 1
Add aerial aspect to large format proposal: top 3 location choices on campus

Week Seven - -- No formal class meeting
Due: Reflection: Aerial Workshop 1

Shooting Large Format Projects / Editing

For Next Week -
Week 8 Readings and Responses

Week Eight - --
Week 8 Reading Response Due
Editing Large Format
Spherical Workshop (?)
4K Footage Due to Matt Scott by Monday --- 5PM

Week Nine - -- IMAX lab

Screening Large Format Projects

For Next Week
Large Format Project Written Reflection (individual)
Week 10 Readings and Responses

Week Ten - --

Large Format Project Written Reflection Due (individual)
Week 10 Readings and Responses Due

Spherical Workshop

For Next Week
Spherical Project Proposal
Week 11 Readings and Responses

Week Eleven - --

Spherical Project Proposal Due
Week 11 Readings and Responses Due

Shooting/Working on Spherical Projects

For next week
Final Project Proposal
Week 12 Readings and Responses

Week Twelve - --

Final Project Proposal Due
Week 12 Readings and Responses Due
Editing and or Shooting Spherical Shooting Aerial

For Next Week
Spherical Projects Due

Week Thirteen - --
Spherical Due
Experiencing Spherical Projects

Week Fourteen -

Week Fifteen - --
Editing / Feedback / Testing of Final Projects

Final Exam Period - Final screenings and presentations - IMAX Lab - 12/8 (time to be confirmed)